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Why?

• Lykke

• Treating patients differently
• Positively
• Negatively

• Man up, pink

• Race and the effect on CV selection for job interview



Who said this quote? 

“Your beliefs become your thoughts, 
Your thoughts become your words, 
Your words become your actions, 
Your actions become your habits, 
Your habits become your values, 
Your values become your destiny.”



Introduction (1a)
• A father is driving his son in a car

• The car crashes, the father dies. 

• The son is injured and is brought to hospital.

• He needs emergency surgery and is brought to theatre

• The surgeon says “I cannot operate. This is my son”.

• Who is the surgeon?



Introduction (1b)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J69HkKz9g4A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J69HkKz9g4A


Introduction (2)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OB72GZOS4c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OB72GZOS4c


Learning Objectives
• Determine the difference between conscious and unconscious bias
• Understand that everyone has unconscious bias

• Appreciate the impact that unconscious bias has on society

• Appreciate the impact that bias has on medicine
• Understand strategies how biases work in healthcare and how to 

mitigate them



What is Unconscious Bias & What causes it?
• 3 mins



Unconscious Bias
•Bias: support or preference for or against someone or 

something especially in an unfair way

• Every moment, we process 11 million pieces of 
information 

•How much can we consciously process?
40 pieces



Information processing 

•Survival – predators

•Tribalism

•Sitting 

•What bias do we all possess? 



https://www.japantimes.co.jp/community/2018/08/26/issues/tokyo-medical-university-scandal-throwback-discrimination-women-norm/#.W983BRP7QWo

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/community/2018/08/26/issues/tokyo-medical-university-scandal-throwback-discrimination-women-norm/%23.W983BRP7QWo


Test your biases



What’s the test? What does it mean?

•Harvard Implicit Association Test (IAT) or Project 
Implicit

•Measure strength of association between 
•Concepts AND
• Evaluations/stereotypes 

•Easier and faster if you have implicit preferences



I have a bias, does that make me a ...ist

•Cognitive Dissonance

•Dissociation



Who is this man?



Implicit Association Test – load of... (Jordan Peterson)

• Is it validated? 
• Is it reliable?

• Is there a key intervention that can correct our biases?

• Can you measure the difference between unconscious bias and 
automation/perception?



Medicine & the Implicit Association Test (1)

BMC Med Ethics. 2017 Mar 1;18(1):19. 



Medicine & the Implicit Association Test (2)

Am J Public Health. 2015 Dec; 
105(12):e60-76. 



Women in clinic and heart attacks
• Patients (n=150) were 17.1% significantly less likely to recognise 

female consultants as doctors compared to their males counterparts

• Large cohort studies (n=105000 total) found increased in-hospital 
mortality by 15-20% (adjusted odds ratios) for female patients 
compared to male patients
• Women were 16.7% less likely to be told their symptoms were cardiac 

in origin.

J Womens Health (Larchmt). 2019 Jul;28(7):961-964
Hannan EL, Catheter Cardiovasc Interv 2019:1-9. doi: 10.1002/ccd.28286 39. 
Circulation 2019;139(15):1776-85. 
Circulation 2018;137(8):781-90.



MBRRACE-UK Reports 2019: 
https://www.npeu.ox.ac.uk/mbrrace-uk/reports

https://www.npeu.ox.ac.uk/mbrrace-uk/reports


How do our minds work?

BMJ Qual Saf 2013;22:ii58–ii64.



What biases do you think other people have about you?

• 2 minute



Progress
• Determine the difference between conscious and unconscious bias
• Understand that everyone has unconscious bias

• Appreciate the impact that unconscious bias has on society

• Appreciate the impact that bias has on medicine
• Understand strategies how biases work in healthcare and how to 

mitigate them



Progress
• Determine the difference between conscious and unconscious bias
• Understand that everyone has unconscious bias

• Appreciate the impact that unconscious bias has on society

• Appreciate the impact that bias has on medicine
• Understand strategies how biases work in healthcare and how to 

mitigate them



Types of biases
1. Framing bias 

2. Availability bias 

3. Confirmation bias 

4. Representativeness 

5. Diagnostic 
momentum/  
anchoring bias –

6. Visceral bias

JAMA Dermatol. 2016 Mar;152(3):253-4;       AEM Educ Train. 2017 Jan 19;1(1):41-42;       J R Coll Physicians Edinb. 2018 Sep;48(3):225-232. 

A. recent missed PE prompts excessive CTPA scanning in low risk 
patients 

B. A woman presents with tiredness and central chest pain is 
misdiagnosed with anxiety whereas a man with ‘typical’ left sided 
chest pain is treated for an MI 

C. A consultation is shorter than most with an obese patient or longer 
with someone reminds you of someone you know 

D. Suspecting the patient has an infection and the raised WCC proves 
this, rather than ‘I wonder why WCC are raised, what other findings 
are there?’ 

E. an oncologist tells the patient that there is an 85% chance of cure 
rather than 15% of recurrence with immunotherapy 

F. Fixating on a previously assigned label of ‘possible pulmonary 
embolism’ and organizing CT imaging for a patient who may have 
subsequent results that suggest otherwise (e.g. positive blood 
cultures the following day) 



Types of biases
1. Framing bias 

2. Availability bias 

3. Confirmation bias 

4. Representativeness 

5. Diagnostic 
momentum/  
anchoring bias –

6. Visceral bias

JAMA Dermatol. 2016 Mar;152(3):253-4;       AEM Educ Train. 2017 Jan 19;1(1):41-42;       J R Coll Physicians Edinb. 2018 Sep;48(3):225-232. 

E. an oncologist tells the patient that there is an 85% chance of cure rather than 
15% of recurrence with immunotherapy

A. recent missed PE prompts excessive CTPA scanning in low risk patients 

D. Suspecting the patient has an infection and the raised WCC proves this, 
rather than ‘I wonder why WCC are raised, what other findings are there?’ 

B. A woman presents with tiredness and central chest pain is misdiagnosed with 
anxiety whereas a man with ‘typical’ left sided chest pain is treated for an MI

F. Fixating on a previously assigned label of ‘possible pulmonary embolism’ and 
organizing CT imaging for a patient who may have subsequent results that 
suggest otherwise (e.g. positive blood cultures the following day)  (f)

C. consultation is shorter than most with an obese patient or longer with 
someone reminds you of someone you know  (c)



How can we combat bias in healthcare settings?

• 3 minutes



Strategies: thinking slow? (1)
• Consider whether data are truly relevant, rather than just salient
• Did I consider causes besides the obvious ones?
• How did I reach my diagnosis?
• Did a patient or a colleague suggest the diagnosis?
• Did I ask questions that would disprove, rather than confirm, my 

current hypothesis?
• Have I been interrupted or distracted while caring for this patient
• Is this a patient I do not like or like too much for any reason?
• Am I stereotyping the patient or presentation?
• Remember that you are wrong more often than you think!

Am J Med Qual 2019:1-8; BMJ 2005;330(7494):781-3; Stiegler M, Goldhaber-Fiebert S. 
Understanding and Preventing Cognitive Errors in Healthcare 2015. From: https://www.mededportal.org/publication/10000/



Strategies (2)
• Motivation – how motivated are you?

• Debiasing strategies

• Verbal and non-verbal communication



Strategies to combat Implicit Bias in Medicine

• What is your first impression? WHY?

• Elderly
• Poverty & homeless

• Access: physical and virtual - internet, home visits. 
• Clinic types: Mother and baby? 

• Engage with different healthcare professionals: nurses, different 
specialties



Conclusions
• We are all biased!
• Bias has wide-reaching implications for all aspects of medicine and 

society

• Call yourself and others out! Ask why and justify your actions.
• Organisations to make collective decisions
• Think outside your in-group! 

• Think about structures that impact access to, quality and equity of 
healthcare
• Use audit to measure inequity, set targets and implement change



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDSurHtFtZA&

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDSurHtFtZA&


Most Accessible References
• Harvard Implicit Association Test (2011): https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/

• Unconscious Bias @ Work | Google Ventures (2014) 
[1:02:50]:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLjFTHTgEVU&t=2626s
• Howard Ross: "Everyday Bias: Identifying and Navigating Unconscious Judgments" 

| Talks at Google (2014) [58:43]: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v01SxXui9XQ
• Understanding Unconscious Bias (Royal Society, 2015) [2:59]: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVp9Z5k0dEE
• Why our stereotypes will kill us | Capt. Raghu Raman | TEDxGateway [10.34]: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPxkmFJorIM&t=1s

• Scott Horton Unconscious Bias Speech--Fun with the Unconscious Mind [2015] 
[5:10]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_DxCWZuYoY
• Jordan Peterson: The Dangers of Unconscious Bias Testing [2017] [7:51]: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veAPVuuUSUY

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLjFTHTgEVU&t=2626s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v01SxXui9XQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVp9Z5k0dEE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPxkmFJorIM&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_DxCWZuYoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veAPVuuUSUY
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Introduction (1) – Quick Maths
• A bat and a ball cost £1.10 

• The bat costs £1 more than the ball 

• How much does the ball cost?

Royal Society: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVp9Z5k0dEE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVp9Z5k0dEE

